Meeting Agenda

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING LOCATION &
HPC INFORMATION

Location:
Geneva City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134

Time:
7:00 p.m.

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Jewel Jensen
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaisons:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630.938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us
Matt Buesing
Assistant Planner

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2022 MEETING

Meeting link:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5949692039671083532
Call to Order
1.

Roll Call

2.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
August 16, 2022

3.

Five Minute Field Guide
Set In Stone: Visual Characteristics of Stone Masonry

4.

Review of Building Permit Applications (Certificate of Appropriateness)
A. 302 South Third Street
CASE 2022-068
Applicant:
Graham’s Chocolates, Owners
Chris Conrades – Conrade’s Landscape Design
Application for: Front Porch Alterations and Screen Fencing at a
Contributing property
B.

200 South Third Street
CASE 2022-069
Applicant:
Dan McFadden, Owner
Terry Adams – Adams Design Group LLC, Architect
Application for: Alterations to Street-facing Facade of a Non-Historic
Addition at a Contributing property

C.

418 Ford Street
CASE 2022-071
Applicant:
Tom Wetmore, Owner/Contractor
Mark Kollias, Architect
Application for: Addition to and Rehabilitation of an Existing
Residence at a Contributing property

D. 418 South Sixth Street
CASE 2022-072
Applicant:
Paul and Mary Agnes Zellmer, Owners
Application for: Replacement of Front Door and Flanking Sidelights
at a Contributing property

The Geneva Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded, and summary minutes are
transcribed by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require accommodations in order to
allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning Division at
630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to make reasonable
accommodations for those persons.
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5.

Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)

6.

New Business
A. From the Commission
B. From the Public

7.

Adjournment
Next HPC Meeting: October 18, 2022

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Don Hartman
Jewel Jensen
Lisa McManus
George Salomon
George Stazin
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaisons:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630.938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us
Matt Buesing
Assistant Planner

The Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded and summary minutes are taken
by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting who require accommodations in order
to allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning
Division at 630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to
make reasonable accommodations for those persons.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION MINUTES
City of Geneva
109 James Street - City Council Chambers
August 16, 2022
Call to Order: Chairman Zellmer called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
1.

Roll Call
Present:

Chairman Zellmer and Commissioners Jensen, Solomon, Stazin and
Zinke

Absent:

Commissioners Hartman and McManus

Staff Present:

Preservation Planner Michael Lambert and Assistant Planner Matt
Buesing

Others Present: Applicant Joe Stanton, Applicant Matthew McKnight, Applicant Matthew
Mayer, Architect Sean Gallagher, Al Watts of Preservation
Partners of the Fox Valley, Paula Quetsch of Planet Depos Court
Reporting, and Recording Secretary Vanessa Quail
2.
Approval of Meeting Minutes of the July 19, 2022 Meeting - Motion by
Commissioner Jensen to approve the minutes as presented; and seconded by
Commissioner Zinke. Roll Call:
AYE:
NAY:
ABSTAIN:

Jensen, Zinke, Zellmer
None
Salomon and Stazin

MOTION CARRIED 3-0

3.

Five Minute Field Guide
Preservation Planner Lambert presented the topic of “regional connectivity,” differentiating
the roles of preservationists and commissioners as advocates and legislators. He emphasized
the importance of clarity in these roles, describing the commissioners as quasi-judicial legislators.
He noted the enrichment opportunities made available through the Landmarks Illinois Suburban
Preservation Alliance, specifically the upcoming on September16th in Naperville. He asked for
all those interested to contact him for more information.
4.

Public Hearing of Case 2022-055
Address:
8 Stevens Street
Applicant:
Joe Stanton on behalf of McConnaughay Partners, LLC
Application: Demolition of Three Vacant, Vernacular, Utilitarian Structures at
Contributing Properties

Chairman Zellmer read a conflict of interest statement, and there were no recusals by the
commissioners.
Motion to open public hearing, made by Commissioner Zinke; and seconded by
Commissioner Salomon. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote 5-0.
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Chairman Zellmer read the procedures into the record, and administered the oath to all those who
will testify.
Preservation Planner Lambert read the contents of the planning file, and noted that all notification
requirements of the ordinance have been met. He summarized the Applicant’s request to
demolish three vacant, deteriorating structures located along Stevens Street, which are situated
at the northeast corner of both the local Geneva Historic district and the North Geneva Historic
District, listed in the National Register of Historic Places. He further provided a history of the
property and the timeline of how the Geneva Bottling Works business evolved over time, and the
related uses of each of the structures. He explained and displayed photographs of the current
deteriorating conditions of the three buildings identified as A, B and C in the packet, for which the
applicant is requesting demolition.
Chairman Zellmer invited the applicant to speak. Mr. Joe Stanton introduced himself as the
authorized representative of McConnaughay Partners, LLC, and provided an overview of the
Geneva Bottling Works site, which consists five buildings: the main building where the business
was run along River Lane at 35,000 square feet, as well as four support buildings. Two of the
four support buildings are the cinderblock structures, one of which housed the box trucks and
maintenance functions; and the other was for bottling Jupiter Spring water, under which was an
artesian well. The other two buildings are garages used for storage and landscaping material.
He noted that the Bottling Works ceased bottling water in the late 1990’s, and in 2000, it closed
completely. Soon after the business closed, three buildings (identified for demotion in the
application) were no longer used. Henceforth, the Geneva Bottling Works buildings have been
vacant or have been used for general storage. The building on River Lane as well as the Hillquist
building both are currently used for storage and the keeping of Bottling Works memorabilia. These
structures are still used on a regular basis, are heated and have full utilities, which is not the case
for the other three structures proposed for demolition. Since the three buildings were not being
used, they were not maintained, and over time there was damage to the roof as well as the back
of the building which cannot be seen from the street. Mr. Stanton indicated that although he was
generally aware of the typical problems associated with unoccupied structures, the extent of the
damage was not known until code enforcement violations had been issued by the city. He
explained that he had the structure evaluated by an architect, further noting that the support
structures were also damaged. He added that the garages are primarily old wood structures,
would cost around $120,000 to fix, and that the cinder block structure roof is caving in. He
estimated the cost for repairs to be in excess of $300,000 with no utilities; and that the foundations
would have to be torn up in order to bring the structures up to code. He also recalled that the city
has been on the property because of the utility easements and because the area is a
developments site. Eventually sewer and water will need to be brought in to the area, when the
site is developed.
Chairman Zellmer invited questions from the Commission, and reminded the Commissioners that
the discussion should be focused on the three buildings in the application, and not on the future
development of the site.
Commissioner Jensen asked about the maintenance of the property and noted there is a “For
Sale” sign in front of the property. Mr. Stanton explained that they did not give up on the
maintenance, and emphasized how quickly buildings can deteriorate when they remain unused.
He noted that the entire square block of the property is for sale.
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Chairman Zellmer asked if the Bottling Works was one or two stories, and Mr. Stanton said that
the main structure is two solid stories with concrete pillars and floors. He noted that the other
building which would remain (identified as building “C”) is a single story on a slab.
There were no further questions from the Commission; and Chairman Zellmer opened comments
to the public.
Mr. Al Watts, Community Engagement Director for Preservation Partners of the Fox Valley,
located at 8 Indiana Street in St Charles, explained that his organization educates the community
about the value of historic preservation and they operate four local historic sites. He noted that
Commissioner Jensen raised good points regarding concern over the condition of the buildings
because the structures have been vacant for two decades. He encouraged the city to look at this
as an opportunity to prevent the site from falling into disrepair, and to evaluate all of the historic
structures so that they can be aware of the condition.
Having noted there were no further public comments in person or online, Chairman Zellmer invited
Mr. Stanton to make final comments; and Mr. Stanton emphasized that if the buildings were not
demolished, they would need to be rebuilt at great expense. He said that the site had not been
ignored and that various development opportunities had been explored over time. He
acknowledged the comments of the commissioners and added that the disrepair was not
intentional; but the result of buildings that had been unused for many years.
Motion to close public hearing, made by Commissioner Salomon; and seconded by
Commissioner Jensen. Roll Call:
AYE: Jensen, Salomon, Stazin, Zinke, Zellmer
NAY: None

MOTION CARRIED 5-0

The Commission proceeded to debate the merits of the application for demotion of three buildings,
identified as A, B and C in the application. He led the discussion for each structure according to
the following standards:
1. Are one or more of the buildings historically significant? The Commissioners agreed that
the structures are not.
2. If any of the structures is deemed historically significant, is preservation possible and
reasonable? The Commissioners agreed there is no real significance of the current
structures.
3. If any of the structure is deemed historically significant but not suitable for preservation,
should one or more of the structures be memorialized through physical documentation?
The Commissioners agreed that the structures could not be preserved, given the
condition. Preservation Planner Lambert indicated that there are photographs which are
kept by Historic Preservation. Commissioner Zinke asked if there could be some kind
of plaque that could be placed at the Geneva Bottling Works site, and Preservation
Planner Lambert indicated that such recommendation could be considered in
conjunction with a redevelopment phase, which would ultimately come back to the
Commission for review.
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Motion to approve the demolition of the buildings referenced as A, B and C, in the subject
application, and commonly addressed as 8 Stevens Street, and specifically located at 327
N. First Street, and 302 N. River Lane, made by Commissioner Stazin. Seconded by
Commissioner Salomon.
AYE: Jensen, Salomon, Stazin, Zinke, Zellmer
NAY: None

MOTION CARRIED 5-0

Chairman Zellmer called a five-minute recess at 8:00 p.m. and reconvened the meeting at 8:05
p.m.
5.

Review of Conceptual Development Plans for Case 2022-056 (Certificate of
Appropriateness)
Address:
414 South River Lane
Applicant:
Matthew McKnight, owner; and Sean Gallagher, architect of
Gallagher Associates
Application: Rehabilitation of a Porch at a Contributing Property

Preservation Planner Lambert read from the planning file, and summarized that the applicant is
seeking to demolish the portions of the existing residence, including the one-story wing with the
kitchen and the two-car garage. The house was built in 1955 and is a simple Cape Cod style,
typical of its era. The applicant has provided four renderings for conceptual review and comment
by the Historic Preservation Commission. He stated that concepts are assembled together so as
to compare the concepts, and highlighted historic parts that will be retained. Applicant is putting
a period-appropriate door in all of these schemes; and a ventilator in the existing garage is being
repurposed because ventilators were common on garages in this period. He invited the applicant
and architect to speak.
Mr. Matt McKnight, owner, introduced himself and explained that he has lived in this house for
the past three years while he rented and subsequently bought the property. He said he wanted to
expand and improve the property; but encountered a problem with the garage structure which is
slanting. He thanked Preservation Planner Lambert for all of his help with the application process.
Commissioner Salomon asked about the “before and after” dimensions of the house. Mr.
Gallagher explained that the allowable area for the lot size according to code is 3,550 square feet;
and the addition would bring the total to 3,195 square feet. He said the property would only come
forward four feet farther from the current location of the garage. He said that the plans add some
space in the front entrance, because the way the door swings, it is narrow and is only about 4 fee
to the stairs. He also noted the plans would include replacing the kitchen; and explained any
windows that will be removed, will be repurposed for the addition.
Commissioner Stazin asked if there is a roof plan, noting there are four different concepts
presented and it was unclear about the pitch of the roof. Mr. Gallagher explained that the roof
line needs head height and the plans would have to pull the roof line forward; but that even though
the dormer character would be a little bit different, the addition of shutters would be authentic. Mr.
Gallagher thanked Preservation Planner Lambert for his help in refining the design for the pitch
of the roof, and said that the collaboration helped with the plan for drainage.
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Mr. McKnight said that he personally favors Elevation A, and added that the main reason behind
the plans is to increase functionality. He added that upon opening the front door of the house,
the stairs are immediately presented. He said that the door is centered, but the stairs are not;
and that the chimney is not in the center of the house. Preservation Planner Lambert indicated
that such features are not uncommon for a house built in that era.
Commissioner Zinke asked about the space behind the garage; and Mr. Gallagher clarified that
the area would include a mud room, dog wash and pantry; and that there are two entries from
both the garage and back of the house. Commissioner Zinke also stated that she favored the roof
line in Concept C because the space between the original house and garage has a window with
less of an impact, and because the roofline would be simpler. Mr. Gallagher stated that he could
explore the idea of a smaller dormer; but would have to consider light and ventilation.
Mr. Gallagher summarized the discussion to ensure he collected the Commission’s input
accurately. He confirmed that the general tendency seems to favor Elevation A, and noted the
following considerations: a reduction in the size of the dormer; vertical siding on the north addition
that wraps, so that it is consistent; and keeping the size of the front entrance. The Commission
expressed their appreciation for the applicant’s consideration.
6.

Review of Building Permit Applications for Case 2022-060 (Certificate of
Appropriateness)
Address:
218 Peyton Street
Applicant:
Matthew and Shannon Mayer, Owners; Sean Gallagher, architect of
Gallagher Associates
Application: Addition to the Rear of the Existing Residence at a Contributing
Property

Historic Preservation Planner Lambert formally introduced Matt Buesing, Assistant Planner who
recently joined city staff, and invited him to present the above-referenced permit review case.
Assistant Planner Buesing read from the planning file, and showed the existing conditions and
different elevations, noting the property moved to this address in April 1997. He explained that
the applicant is seeking to demolish the existing, detached two-car garage and to construct a new
two-story addition with an attached two-car garage to the rear of the residence.
Commissioner Zinke asked how much of the garage would one be able to see from the street;
and Assistant Planner Buesing said that it would be about the same.
Chairman Zellmer invited the owner, Mr. Matthew Mayer, to speak. Mr. Mayer explained that this
is the second time he is appearing before the commission; and that since then, the plan is
generally the same; but that there has been progress on the exterior plan. He noted that he
engaged State Historic Preservation for their initial approval which was obtained for phase one,
as the home was deemed historic. For the review, he said they will sustain the existing home.
He added that it is all aluminum siding; but there is original siding underneath which they plan to
restore and repaint. Mr. Mayer also mentioned that he will be applying for the tax assessment
freeze. He submitted the first phase of that process which was approved; but there are more steps
to the process.
At Preservation Planner Lambert’s request, Mr. Gallagher explained that the current windows are
replacements, that they do not close well, and that they will be replaced so that they fit properly.
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He said the historic trim that will be used around the windows will not diminish the size of the
opening of the windows. He added that this district is unique because it is mixed high density and
residential, so the rules are much more liberal. Mr. Gallagher also noted that the property in the
mixed high density residential district, and the rules are much more liberal. He said that this house
could be another 1400 square feet bigger, since the rules that govern the lot are lot coverage and
height.
Motion to approve the plans as presented for 218 Peyton Street, made by Commissioner
Stazin. Seconded by Commissioner Jensen. Roll Call:
AYE: Jensen, Salomon, Stazin, Zinke, Zellmer
NAY: None

MOTION CARRIED 5-0

4. Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)
Preservation Planner Lambert announced that the next meeting will be on September 20th, and
there are already two items on the agenda, with more expected.
He reminded the Commission that the election of a vice-chairperson was postponed from the
last meeting because two who proposed it were not present. The Commissioners agreed to
move it to September.
5. New Business - There was no new business from the Commissioners.
Mr. Al Watts from Preservation Partners of Fox Valley spoke about bringing historic preservation
education to the community, and specifically to learn about state and federal tax incentives. He
explained that the nonprofit he represents cannot pay for all of the education; but he wanted to
make known two resources (1) PlaceEconomics, Donovan Rypkema’s study of economic
impact of historic preservation districts and property values, which can be found on their web
site; and The National Alliance of Preservation which holds workshops for best practices.
6. Adjournment
At 9:25 p.m., Commissioner Stazin made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by
Commissioner Salomon. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote 5-0.

Community Development Department Report

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
September 20, 2022

Applicant:
Chris Conrades – Conrades
Landscape Design, Contractor
Grahams Chocolates, Owner

AGENDA ITEM 4A

302 South Third Street
Proposed Porch Renovation

BACKGROUND
The existing commercial building at 302 South Third Street is identified as
a Contributing property in both the local Geneva Historic District and the
South Geneva Historic District, listed in the National Register of Historic
Places.

Request:
Permit Review for the
Reconstruction of a
Non-historic Front Porch
at a Contributing Property

HPC Case Number:
2022-068

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The cruciform, Italianate house at 302 South Third Street is believed to
have been built in 1868 by Clark & Long but sold to Harriet and George A
Sackett in January 1870.
The former residence has been converted to commercial use as part of
the Third Street shopping district that was initiated in 1925. The historic
front porch has been enclosed as part of the retail space. The existing
front stoop is non-historic and is deteriorating.
REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting approval to reconstruct the existing, nonhistoric stoop with composite materials and in compliance with local
building codes.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Because the front stoop is visible from Third Street, any proposed renovation of the elevation requires review by
the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC). Because the property is rated as Contributing, staff cannot
administratively review the request.
As submitted and noted, the proposed siding is compliant with the SOI Standards for Rehabilitation as well as the
adopted Geneva Siding Policy and the adopted Geneva Window Policy.
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties
Maintain Original Roof Form and Features. The proposed renovation does not further alter the historic building
or property.
Maintain Historic Building Materials. No historic materials are proposed to be altered.
Maintain Architectural Details. No historic architectural details will be affected by the proposed work.
Maintain and Preserve Historic Doors and Entries. Existing doors adjacent to the area of work are not historic.
Preserve Original and Historic Windows. Existing windows adjacent to the area of work are not historic.
Allow Building Expansions That Maintain the Character of the Historic Building. The proposal does not include
any expansion of the building.
Review for Conformity to SOI Standards
Staff submits, for the Commission’s review and discussion, the following analysis of the SOI Standards as applied
to the proposed project:
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. The property has
not been utilized for residential purposes for more than 40 years and will continue as a commercial
use.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. The
proposed work does not adversely affect any character-defining features of the proeprty.
3.

Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. No changes are being proposed that create
a false sense of historical development.

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved. The property has been utilized for commercial purposes
for at least 35 years.
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5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved. No significant features will be affected by the proposed
work.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. No
significant features will be affected by the proposed work.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall
not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. No chemical or physical treatments are proposed.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. No archeological resources
are known to exist or are expected to be encountered in the proposed area of work. The site has been
disturbed previsouly.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment. The proposed work will not destroy any historic materials.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired. The proposed work could be removed in the future without
detriment to the eseential form and integrity of the property.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
September 20, 2022

Applicant:
Dan McFadden, Owner
Terry Adams – Adams Design
Group, Architect

Request:
Permit Review for the Exterior
Renovation of the Rear Wing
of a Significant Property

HPC Case Number:
2022-069

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

AGENDA ITEM 4B

200 South Third Street
Proposed Exterior Renovation

BACKGROUND
The existing commercial building at 200 South Third Street is identified as
a Significant property in the local Geneva Historic District and as a
Contributing property in the South Geneva Historic District, listed in the
National Register of Historic Places.
The house at 200
South Third Street
was built around
1850 for Pindar
Ward. The house
was remodeled and
enlarged at least
twice between 1865
and 1895. The house
was enlarged and
remodeled, again—
in 1925. The mid1920s remodeling by J. H. Birch included the construction of a substantial
wing to the west and a porch and bay window at the north elevation. The
extensive renovation also included the relocation of an automobile
garage to the southwest corner of the property. Since its conversion to
commercial use in the late 1960s, the building has been further altered.
Barely visible from
Third Street, the early
automobile
garage
was enclosed and
remodeled, in 1987,
for commercial use. A
later addition along
Campbell Street hid
the garage from that
right-of-way.
Since
1987, the former
automobile garage has
been altered several
times and retains none of its historic, architectural character. Although
set far back on the lot, the east elevation is visible from Third Street.
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REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting approval to renovate the east elevation of the former automobile garage as well as a
small portion of a post-1987 addition at the rear of the historic residence. The Campbell Street elevation will not
be altered. As depicted in the attached Drawings, the proposed renovation of the exterior includes the installation
of insulated, steel windows and doors; board-and-batten siding; and a standing seam, metal roof.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Because the rear wing is visible from Third Street, any proposed renovation of the elevation requires review by
the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC). Because the property is rated as Significant, staff cannot
administratively review the request.
Although the property is identified as a Significant property in the local Geneva Historic District, the property
rating is derived from the primary, historic residence on the property. Initially, Staff believed the rear wing (where
the work is proposed) was a late 20th century addition rather than an early 20th century, automobile garage.
Except for its overall massing, any architectural integrity associated with the historic garage has been lost over
time. Due to its loss of architectural integrity, staff believes the request should be evaluated as new construction.
As submitted and noted, the proposed siding is compliant with the SOI Standards for Rehabilitation as well as the
adopted Geneva Siding Policy and the adopted Geneva Window Policy.
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties
Maintain Original Roof Form and Features. The proposed renovation retains the original garage roof form; no
other notable features remain.
Maintain Historic Building Materials. No historic materials remain visible from the public right-of-way.
Maintain Architectural Details. No historic architectural details remain.
Maintain and Preserve Historic Doors and Entries. Existing doors date to 1987 or later and, therefore, were
installed outside of the Period of Significance (1835-1966).
Preserve Original and Historic Windows. Existing windows date to 1987 or later and, therefore, are not historic.
Allow Building Expansions That Maintain the Character of the Historic Building. The proposal does not include
any expansion of the building.
Review for Conformity to SOI Standards
Staff submits, for the Commission’s review and discussion, the following analysis of the SOI Standards as applied
to the proposed project:
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. The property has
not been utilized for residential purposes for more than 50 years and will continue as a commercial
use.
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2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. The
proposed work does not adversely affect any character-defining features of the proeprty.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. No changes are being proposed that create
a false sense of historical development. The proposed addition and modifications to the existing wing
will maintain the overall form of the historic garage.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved. The garage has been utilized for commercial purposes for
at least 35 years.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved. No significant features remain to be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. No
significant features remain to be preserved.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall
not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. No chemical or physical treatments of existing materials, scheduled to
remain, are proposed.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. No archeological resources
are known to exist or are expected to be encountered in the proposed area of work.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment. The proposed work will not destroy any historic materials (with
the potential exception of some historic wall framing). The proposed exterior finsihes and details will
distinguish the wing from the historic residence.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired. The proposed work does not include any new addition or
construction.
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ZONING SUMMARY

EXISTING ZONING
D-RSCM

MIN LOT AREA
4500 SF

MIN LOT WIDTH
50 FT

MAX LOT COVERAGE (IMPERVIOUS)
85 %

MAX BUILDING HEIGHT
37 FT

MIN BUILDING SETBACKS
STREET
INTERIOR SIDE
REAR
10 FT
5 FT
10 FT

MIN PARKING SETBACK
5 FT

MIN NUMBER OF PARKING STALLS
MERCANTILE
BUSINESS
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
4 / 1000 SF
4 / 1000 SF
2 / UNIT

SITE ANALYSIS - EXIST (NO CHANGE)

NUMBER OF PARKING STALLS

LOT COVERAGE

ARCHITECTURAL SITE PLAN
N
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(78%) ±8,650 SF

BUILDING AREA
BUILDING A
SECOND FLOOR
FIRST FLOOR
BASEMENT
TOTAL
BUILDING B
SECOND FLOOR
FIRST FLOOR
BASEMENT
TOTAL

11MAY22
DESIGN REVIEW

26MAY22
DESIGN REVIEW

27JUL22
PERMIT REVIEW

1,206 SF
2,895 SF
1,431 SF
5,532 SF
771 SF
855 SF
713 SF
2,339 SF
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1.

PROVIDE 2X4 @ 16" OC WD STUD INTERIOR PARTITIONS
WITH 21" GYPSUM BOARD FINISH EA SIDE WITH TAPED,
MUDDED, SANDED TO LEVEL 4 FINISH, READY FOR
PRIMER AND PAINT (TYP - UNO). ALL PARTITION
CORNERS TO BE FLUSH AND STRAIGHT WITH METAL
CORNER BEADS ON OUTSIDE CORNERS.
OWNER TO SELECT ALL INTERIOR WALL CEILING AND
FLOOR FINISHES.
OWNER TO SELECT SIZE/STYLE/FINISH FOR ALL NEW
WINDOW/DOOR CASING, BASEBOARDS, CROWN
MOLDING, CHAIR RAIL, GUARD RAILS, ETC.
ALL CABINETS, APPLIANCES, PLUMBING FIXTURES
SHOWN ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. OWNER WILL
SELECT ALL CABINETS, APPLIANCES, PLUMBING FIXTURES
AND VERIFY FINAL LAYOUT. MECH/ELEC/PLBG
CONTRACTORS TO VERIFY ALL FINAL CONDITIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS WITH OWNER PRIOR TO ROUGH-INS
AND ORDERING PRODUCTS/MATERIALS.
PROVIDE DUROCK SUB SURFACE AT ALL FLOOR AND
WALL SURFACES TO RECEIVE PORCELAIN/CERAMIC
TILE FINISH.
PROVIDE CONTINUOUS HANDRAIL ON EA SIDE OF
STAIR MOUNTED AT 34" ABOVE STAIR.
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TOILET ACCESSORY SCHEDULE
TAG

DESCRIPTION

1.

ALL JOINTS BETWEEN DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
(EXCLUDING OPEN JOINTS INTENDED INTENDED FOR
DRAINAGE) TO HAVE CONTINUOUS SEALANT. PROVIDE
BACKER ROD FOR ANY GAPS LARGER THAN 41" IN
WIDTH.

2.

PROVIDE PREFINISHED FLASHING WITH DRIP EDGE AT
ALL HORIZONTAL INTERRUPTIONS ON VERTICAL
SURFACES.

3.

PROVIDE PREFINISHED PLASHING WITH HEMMED DRIP
EDGE AT ALL FASCIA/RAKE TRIM JOINTS WITH ROOF
EDGE.

4.

PROVIDE PREFINISHED FLASHING AT ALL ROOF VALLEYS
AND ROOF/WALL INTERSECTIONS.

5.

VERIFY FINISH COLOR OF ALL EXPOSED FLASHING WITH
OWNER.

6.

PROVIDE SELF ADHERED ICE AND WATER SHIELD
MEMBRANE AT ALL EAVE AND VALLEY LOCATIONS,
EXTEND 24" PAST INSIDE FACE OF EXTERIOR WALL AT
EAVE LOCATIONS. PROVIDE 24" ON EITHER SIDE OF
VALLEY LOCATIONS.

7.

PROVIDE SOFFIT AND ROOF VENTILATION. AREA OF
1
EACH SHALL BE AT LEAST 150
OF THE AREA UNDER ROOF.

8.

ALL ROOF RIDGE BOARDS, HIP RAFTERS AND VALLEY
RAFTERS SHALL NOT BE LESS IN HEIGHT THAN THE CUT
END OF THE RAFTER BEING ATTACHED.

SPECIFICATION
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2
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4
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9.

4

PARTIAL EXTERIOR ELEVATION - EAST (EXIST / DEMO)

ROOF PITCH TO BE AS SHOWN ON DRAWINGS. VERIFY
ROOF FINISH MATERIAL WARRANTY IS VALID FOR ROOF
PITCH SHOWN .
10. EXISTING EXTERIOR BLDG ENVELOPE TO REMAIN

1/4"=1'-0"
11. MAXIMUM U-FACTOR FOR NEW EXTERIOR BUILDING
ENVELOPE FENESTRATION:
FIXED FENESTRATION
(U-0.38)
OPERABLE WINDOWS
(U-0.45)
ENTRANCE DOORS
(U-0.77)
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Community Development Department Report

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
September 20, 2022
Applicant:
Tom Wetmore,
Owner/Contractor

Request:
Permit Review for a Rear
Addition to and Exterior
Rehabilitation of a
Contributing Property

HPC Case Number:
2022-071

Staff Liaisons:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us
Matt Buesing
Assistant Planner

AGENDA ITEM 4C

418 Ford Street
Proposed Additions

BACKGROUND
The existing residence at 418
Ford Street is identified as a
Contributing property in both
the local Geneva Historic District
and the North Geneva Historic
District, listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
The house at 418 Ford Street
was built in the “Free Classic
Queen Anne” style and is
representative
of
the
transitional period of design at
the turn-of-the-20th-century.
The “Free Classic Queen Anne”
homes borrowed freely from
both the visually-more-elaborate and asymmetrical Queen Anne homes
of the late 19th century and the more ordered and restrained Colonial
Revival homes of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Homes might mix
exterior materials but in a more selective pattern, and a variety of
windows might be utilized but in a more regular arrangement across a
façade.
Brief Family History of the Original Owners
The Magnus (Magne) and Mary C. Freeman House was built between
1891 and 1897; the house may have been under construction in 18961897. Both Magne Freeman (1864-1947) and Mary Carolina Johnson
(1863-1943) were born in Smoland, Sweden. They arrived in the United
States in 1881; Magne acquired U. S. citizenship in 1886.
Magne and Mary were married at the Immanuel Lutheran Church in Cook
County in December 1888. They had five children: George Oliver (1889?); Marvin V. (1892-1937); Ruth (1894-1982); Edgar William (1896-1952);
and Maud (1898-?). At least two weddings occurred—and were possibly
held at the home—while the Freemans lived at the Ford Street house:
Maud married Arvid Peterson in June 1923, and Ruth married Louis
Jensen in June 1924.
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Like many Swedish immigrants in Geneva, Magne spent most of his life working in one of the local, industrial
factories. For most of his working life, Magne was employed as a molder at one of the Geneva foundries. However,
Magne was also involved in civic affairs, serving two terms as a City of Geneva alderman while living in the house
on Ford Street.
After his wife’s death in 1943, and before moving to his daughter’s home in Batavia, Magne sold the Ford Street
house to another Swedish couple, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Olaf. Both Magne and Mary C. Freeman are buried at
West Side Cemetery, a short distance from the home they built on Ford Street.
Historic Development of 418 Ford Street
In 1885, Magne and his older brother, Axel (1860-1913), acquired Lot 8 and the east ½ of Lot 7 in Block 23 from
Mrs. Catherine Carpenter, a widow. The lot was vacant at that time. Magne acquired his brother’s interest in the
Ford Street property in 1886.
The Freeman’s Ford Street house did not exist when the 1891 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map of Geneva was
published. However, the Freeman House was depicted in the 1897 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. map. Because the
historic map depiction did not include the front and rear porches of the Freeman House, it is probable that—when
the company’s field surveyors were recording the local buildings in 1896-1897—the house was under
construction.
The Ford Street house was sold in 1951 to
Ella L. Larson, a widow, and her daughter
and son-in-law, Helen (“Betty”) and Paul C.
Balis. At that time, the house was divided
into two apartments. Two years later, Ella L.
Larson sold the house to her daughter, Mary
Lou (Larson) Antill, a divorcee with two
children. Under the ownership of Mary Lou
Antill, numerous alterations to the home
were completed: an attached garage was
erected at the west side of the house; the
front porch was enclosed; most windows
were replaced between the mid-1960s and
the early 1990s, and; synthetic siding was installed before 1999. During the renovations, the historic gable was
altered with the installation of a pair of over-sized, double-hung windows. Mary Lou Antill owned the Ford Street
property until her death in 2012.
In 2013, the Ford Street house was sold to Tom and Alison Wetmore (Applicant), who are renovating the house
under the Tax Assessment Freeze (TAF) program guidelines. To date, exterior improvements include the
restoration of the open-air, front porch; removal of thru-wall air conditioning units; the repair of the surviving
historic windows in the house; and the installation of attic gable windows per HPC approvals. The Applicant has
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stated, previously, that their intention is to
remove the synthetic siding at some point in
the future when time and funding are
available.
On May 17, 2022, the Applicant presented
the current proposal before the HPC as a
Concept Review. The Commission did not
identify any issues with the proposal at that
time.
REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting approval for two
additions to the existing house: a rear
addition and a reconstruction and expansion of a circa 1951 garage addition.
The rear addition is two stories in height and incorporates a raised basement, fenestration patterns that are
complementary to the historic house, an exposed chimney at the east elevation, and a roofline that matches the
historic ridge and existing materials.
The garage addition is proposed to be rebuilt with a second-floor/attic space behind a new dormer that is a reinterpretation of the historic, street-facing attic gable (renovations of the historic gable approved by the HPC on
November 17, 2020).
STAFF ANALYSIS
The property is identified, currently, as a Tax Assessment Freeze (TAF) project. Therefore, the Applicant has
worked with Staff and the Illinois State Historic Preservation Office (IL-SHPO) to assure compliance with TAF
requirements as well as the adopted Design Guidelines for Historic Properties (see below for additional analysis).
Minor changes to the proposal have been made since the Commission last saw the project as a Concept Review
on May 17, 2022: On the West Elevation, the Applicant is proposing to replace the southernmost, first-floor
window with a door and concrete pad. On the East Elevation, two windows are proposed at the raised basement
level of the proposed addition. The proposed windows will match the design of existing basement level windows
on the historic home. Although the HPC does not have review authority over the South (Rear) Elevation, the gable
roof on the proposed, rear-yard, screened porch has changed direction. No significant changes from the concept
review drawings were made to the North Elevation.
The rear addition is substantial in massing; however, it is located to the rear of the historic house, and its massing
and design details are consistent with both the SOI Standards for Rehabilitation and the adopted Design Guidelines
for Historic Properties. Additionally, the modest extension to the east of the original house is largely obscured by
the historic, two-story, bay window when the property is viewed “head-on” from Ford Street.
The garage addition was constructed during the Period of Significance for the North Geneva Historic District (18351966); however, the addition, itself, is not associated with any significant historical person or event and is not
valuable for the study of architectural materials or craftsmanship.
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The proposed garage is set back a significant distance from the historic, front façade, and, therefore, is subordinate
to the historic house. The proposed dormer complements, but does not duplicate, the historic attic gable (as
approved in November 2020). The massing and architectural design are consistent with both the SOI Standards
for Rehabilitation and the adopted Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.
The Applicant’s proposed window selections at both proposed additions are consistent with the architectural
character of the historic house. The proposal includes replacing three windows on the historic west façade with
one window to reflect a new, internal floor plan; the window openings will be patched with siding to match the
original historic siding. Also, one existing window on the garage’s west façade is proposed to be replaced with a
door. As submitted, the proposed windows are compliant with the adopted Geneva Window Policy and the SOI
Standards for Rehabilitation.
The existing synthetic siding will be removed from the historic house as part of the rehabilitation work associated
with this phase. Where openings are modified at the historic house, new or salvaged siding will be ‘toothed” in so
that the exterior surface is uniform in appearance. The new addition will be completed with new, composite siding
(fiber cement Hardie Plank or composite LP SmartSide) with an exposure and texture to match the existing, historic
siding. As submitted and noted, the proposed siding is compliant with the adopted Geneva Siding Policy and the
SOI Standards for Rehabilitation.
Although the two additions are substantial expansions of the historic house, the additions have been located on
the site sensitively and the architecture has been scaled appropriately so that the combination of the two
additions does not overwhelm the historic house or property.
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties
Maintain Original Roof Form and Features. The proposed rear addition and garage expansion match the existing
roof form and scale. The proposed roof will use asphalt shingles to match the historic roof materials.
Maintain Historic Building Materials. The siding, fascia, and trim on the proposed addition and garage expansion
complement the original siding materials used on the historic home.
Maintain Architectural Details. Historic architectural details will be maintained.
Maintain and Preserve Historic Doors and Entries. The existing entry and door will not be changed.
Preserve Original and Historic Windows. The majority of the historic windows are scheduled to remain. Three
windows at the west façade of the historic building are proposed to be removed and patched with siding that
matches the existing, historic siding. One window is proposed to replace the three removed windows on the historic
portion of the home to reflect the new, interior floor plan. The proposed windows will match the massing and style
of the historic windows and are compliant with the Geneva Window Policy.
Allow Building Expansions That Maintain the Character of the Historic Building. The proposed, two-story addition
is located at the rear of the property and complements the scale of the historic building. The proposed garage
expansion is set back a significant distance from the historic, front façade and doesn’t overwhelm the existing
historic building.
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Maintain the Form, Design, and Materials of Historic Porches. No changes are proposed at the existing porch.
Review for Conformity to SOI Standards
Staff submits, for the Commission’s review and discussion, the following analysis of the SOI Standards as applied
to the proposed project:
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. The property will
remain a residential property.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. The
proposed work incorporates minimal changes to the historic portion of the dwelling. The proposed
additions do not alter the historic character of the property and will use siding and roofing materials
to match the character of the historic home.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. No changes are being proposed that create
a false sense of historical development. The proposed addition and modifications to the existing
dwelling will maintain the overall form and historic character of the residence.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved. The garage addition was constructed during the Period of
Significance for the North Geneva Historic District (1835-1966), but it is not associated with any
significant historical person or event and, therefore, is not valuable for the study of architectural
materials or craftsmanship.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved. The historic portion of the home will be preserved, with
the exception of three windows on the historic, west façade. The historic fenestration patterns will be
preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. With the
exception of minor siding patching or replacement, the proposed work does not include any work on
deteriorated historic features.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall
not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. No chemical or physical treatments of existing materials, scheduled to
remain, are proposed.
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8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. No archeological resources
are known to exist or are expected to be encountered in the proposed area of work.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment. The proposed additions will not destroy any historic materials
and complement the scale and massing of the historic dwelling as well as the surrounding
neighborhood. Exterior alterations at the West Elevation do not substantially affect the overall
architectural character of the historic dwelling. In fact, the composition of fenestration at the West
Elevation reflected the functional nature of the interior and will continue to reflect the service functions
of the modified interior. The proposed two-story addition is located at the rear of the existing building,
and the proposed garage addition is set back from the front of the existing building, which differentiate
the proposed work from the historic portion of the home.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired. The new additions could be removed in the future in such a way
that maintains the essential form and integrity of the historic property.

Community Development Department Report

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
September 20, 2022

Applicant:
Paul and Mary Agnes Zellmer,
Owners

AGENDA ITEM 4D

418 South Sixth Street
Proposed Front Door Replacement

BACKGROUND
The existing residence at 418 South Sixth Street is identified as a
Contributing property in both the local Geneva Historic District and the
South Geneva Historic District, listed in the National Register of Historic
Places.

Request:
Permit Review for the
Replacement of a Front Door
and Flanking Sidelights at a
Contributing Property

HPC Case Number:
2022-072

The house at 418 South Sixth
Street was built before 1885 at
the southeast corner of State and
Fourth streets as a Gabled Ell plan.
Between 1885 and 1891, the
house was enlarged to become a
cruciform plan.

STATE

FOURTH

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The first, documented occupants
of the house were John Gustaf
Beckman (1860-1941) and his
wife, Hattie (Danelson) Beckman
(1864-1949). Both were Swedish
1885 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. Map
immigrants, who came to Geneva
in 1867; were married at Cook County in April 1885; and lived in the house
at State and Fourth streets by 1900.
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FOURTH

STATE

1923 Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. Map

By age 19, “Gus” Beckman worked alongside his father at a local foundry
(probably the Howell Manufacturing Co. at Geneva). However, he worked
as a patternmaker at the U. S. Wind Engine and Pump Co. at Batavia,
Illinois most of his adult life until retirement.
By 1923, Mr. and Mrs. Beckman—who had no children—had remodeled
and enlarged their State Street home several times.
In 1926, Mr. and Mrs. Beckman sold their property on State Street and
moved to Anderson Boulevard. By 1928, local businessman and banker
Oscar Nelson acquired the former Beckman property.
In November 1928, it was announced that David M. Flynn acquired the
former Beckman house and prepared to move it to a lot he had purchased
on South Sixth Street.
Historic Development of 418 South Sixth Street

In October 1928, Katherine Kearney sold the north
60’ of Lots 9 & 10 of Block 83 in the Original Town
of Geneva to David Michael Flynn and his wife,
Adra. (Kane County Land Records) By July, 1929,
16 November 1928 Geneva Republican
the former Beckman house had been moved to
418 South Sixth Street and improved. (tax assessment publication 12 July 1929 Geneva Republican) However, it is
not clear when the remodeling of the house was completed. The remodeling included the addition of an open-air,
front porch below a sweeping roofline at the southeast corner of the relocated house.
After April 8, 1930, the Dr. Otto Stader, Jr. family moved to Geneva from Madison, Wisconsin, where he had been
a professor at the University of Wisconsin. (1930 Federal Census data) Due to his expertise in in livestock, Dr.
Stader was enticed to St. Charles by influential businessman and philanthropist Mr. E. J. Baker. The veterinarian
rented the house at 418 South Sixth Street, Geneva along with his wife, the former Agnes Currier (married 1922),
and his children, Richard “Dickie” (b. 1924), Elizabeth (b. 1925), and Robert “Bobby” (b. 1928). It is unclear whether
the Stader family was the first to occupy the newly-renovated house.
In June 1930, contractor Ed Tinberg built a garage at 418 South Sixth Street for D. M. Flynn; Tinberg may have
been the remodeling contractor for the house as well. (06 June 1930 Geneva Republican) The garage (which no
longer exists) may have been built at the request of Dr. Stader. The Stader family occupied the 418 South Sixth
Street until the spring of 1936, when Mrs. Flynn (who was widowed by that date) advertised the house for rent.
(26 June 1936 Geneva Republican)
From circa 1938 until circa 1944, the 418 South Sixth Street property was occupied by the John W. Rittenhouse
family; they moved to 628 Franklin Street and, later, to Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.
In 1944—after 16 years of renting the property, Adra Flynn sold 418 South Sixth Street to William Randolph
Jackson, Sr. and his wife, Bertha. (Kane County Land Records Book 1207, Page 558) The Jackson family may have
begun renting the home as early as 1942. The Jackson family—which included son, William Randolph Jackson, Jr.
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(b. 1936), and daughter, Martha L. Jackson (b.1938), continued living at 418 South Sixth Street beyond 1950. (1950
Federal Census data) Mr. Jackson was an electrical engineer (possibly working for the City of Geneva). In 1950,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson increased the property by purchasing a portion of the adjacent lot to the north. (Kane County
Land Records) Three years later, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson sold the property to Mildred H, Newton and her son, Joseph,
a bachelor employed at the David C. Cook Publishing Co. in Elgin, Illinois. (Polk’s City Directory, 1956) Joseph
Newton moved to the 418 South Sixth Street property and married his wife, Louise; they lived in the house until
October 1956, when they moved to Easton Avenue, Geneva, and sold the property to Harry L. and Alice H. H.
Monroe of Chicago, Illinois.
In November 1956, Harry L. Monroe was issued a building permit for “alterations” to the house. The extent of the
alterations s unknown; however, it is probable that the work involved the enclosing of the front porch with the
present door and sidelights. According to oral tradition, the
porch was enclosed so that the former Powder Room, which
originally opened off the Kitchen, could be accessed from
the newly-created foyer. Mrs. Monroe, who had been blind
since age 3 but was an accomplished cook and baker, found
the previous arrangement between the Powder Room and
Kitchen unacceptable. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe raised 4
children in the 418 South Street home. Mr. Monroe died at
the family home in 1972; Mrs. Monroe continued to live in
their home until 2003.
Mrs. Monroe sold the 418 South Street property to Deyous
“Deke” and Jean Abbott in 2003. The Abbotts remodeled the
interior and completed “exterior siding and trim repairs.”
The renovated house was included on the 2005 Christmas
Housewalk, sponsored by the Geneva Chamber of
Commerce.
Paul and Mary Agnes Zellmer purchased the 418 South Sixth
Street property from Mr. and Mrs. Abbott in 2008. In October 2010, the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission
(HPC) approved the Zellmer’s request to demolish the 80-year-old garage as well as the construction of a sizable
addition to the rear of the house.
Who Were the Significant People Associated with 418 South Sixth Street?

Geneva Republican
28 October 1932

David Michael Flynn (1867-1932) was an influential and highly regarded member of the
Geneva business and civic community. Born in Elburn, Illinois, David Flynn began his career
in the freight office of the Chicago & North Western Railroad before taking a position as
Stationmaster at Batavia, Illinois and, then as a superintendent with the Faultless Stove
Works at St. Charles. A 45-year resident of Geneva, D. M. Flynn had been appointed as U.
S. Postmaster at Geneva, a position he held for several years. D. M. Flynn had served,
previously, as City Clerk and had served as an Alderman. He was closely associated with
Oscar Nelson who built the commercial blocks along the west side of Third Street (south of
State Street) and along the south side of State Street (between Third and Fourth streets).
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Mr. Flynn was serving—at the time of his untimely death—as Vice President of the State Bank of Geneva (where
he had been a cashier and, later, a longtime Director); Secretary of the Geneva Building & Loan Association;
Secretary of the Geneva Chamber of Commerce; member of the Geneva Zoning Board; and an insurance agent.
Dr. Otto Stader, Jr. (1894-1962) was a well-respected veterinarian when he moved to Geneva, Illinois in 1930.
Born in Germany, he immigrated to the United States with his parents in 1900. Dr. Stader was a graduate of Penn
State (1915) and graduated from the University of Pennsylvania Veterinary School (1918). After serving in the
Veterinary Corps of the United States Army, he and his wife moved to Madison, Wisconsin, where 3 children were
born. At Madison, he established a veterinary clinic and was a professor in the College of Agriculture at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. (obituary and www.findagrave.com)
Within a year of his arrival at Geneva, Dr. Stader announced his
plans to open the Tri-Citiy Animal Hospital on North First Street,
Geneva (between Geneva and St. Charles) in the summer of
1931; The clinic was established in a frame bungalow that no
longer stands. (24 July 1931 Geneva Republican) In March 1932,
Dr. Otto Stader was granted permission by the Geneva City
Council to erect new dog hospital on North First Street;
however, the clinic was never built at 520 North First Street. (08
April 1932 Geneva Republican) Dr. Stader and his clinic were
featured in a Western United Gas and Electric advertisement
for gas heating. (24 August 1934 Geneva Republican)
The Stader family is documented as residents of 418 South
Sixth Street in 1935. Census records indicate that location as
the Stader home on April 1, 1935. (1940 Federal Census data)
Also, the pony of son, Bobby, escaped the Stader’s Sixth Street
yard and was located in Batavia. (19 July 1935 Geneva
Republican)
While living at 418 S. Sixth Street and practicing veterinary
medicine at Geneva, Illinois, Dr. Otto Stader wrote on a variety
of research projects, including bovine mastitis. Most importantly, while at Geneva, he developed the Stader Splint,
an exterior skeletal fixation device for stabilizing broken long bones of small animals. Dr. Stader’s original
prototypes of the splint device were constructed of padded plywood and bicycle spokes (harvested and adapted
from his son’s bicycles), according to Stader’s own accounts written between 1934 and 1937. The American
Veterinary Medical Association noted:
Many a contribution to the advancement of human medicine has been based on the
pioneering work of veterinarians. This fact is emphasized by the honors paid to Dr. Otto Stader,
a 1918 veterinary graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, for his development of the
Stader reduction splint.
Dr. Otto Stader’s splint was adapted to larger animals and, eventually, to humans. Originally used to stabilize long
bone fractures in dogs, the technique was adapted by two human surgeons (Kenneth M. Lewis. M.D. and Lester
Breidenbach, M.D. of Bellevue Hospital, New York City) for use in people, and they published their findings with
co-authorship by Dr. Stader in the Annals of Surgery in 1942 (Vol 116, Issue 4), the seminal article on the Stader
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(Fixation and Reduction) Splint in human applications. The New York doctors wrote that they were “immediately
impressed and with the fact that the Stader Splint drew the broken bones back into their normal position and
served as a convenient splint while they grew together again.”
The same month that the Annals of Surgery article was published, the Stader Splint was highlighted in The Hospital
Corps Quarterly (Vol 15, No. 1, p. 71). In the 12 October 1942 issue of TIME magazine, the invention was identified
as being developed during the time that Dr. Otto Stader lived at 418 S. Sixth Street, Geneva:
The “Stader reduction splint” was devised in 1931 (emphasis added) by Veterinary Otto Stader
(of Ardmore, Pa. in 1942 [when the article was written]) because his canine patients gnawed
plaster casts off their legs.
The following year, LIFE
magazine published a 3page feature article about
the importance of the
Stader Splint in its 22
February 1943 issue. (p. 44)
Throughout World War II
(1941-1945), the United
States Navy and the
Canadian armed forces
used the splint during to set
broken bones of wounded
soldiers.
The Strader splint won wide
acclaim among the medical
profession because it did
not require an extension
excerpts from the February 1943 issue of LIFE magazine
apparatus, a special frame
or fracture table, or a plaster cast, according to a June 1944 article that appeared in the Journal of the American
Veterinary Medical Association (JAVMA). The Stader Splint also became the prototype for other skeletal fixation
devices, although Dr. Stader’s contribution to their development is often ignored. When presented with the 12th
International Veterinary Congress Award in 1934 for his achievement, (Dr. Stader) was quoted as saying: “No
piece of work in human and veterinary medicine in recent years has been more noteworthy.”
(https://www.avma.org/javma-news/2015-10-01/1935-1945)
In late 1935 or early 1936, Dr. Stader presented a paper on the subject of bovine mastitis at the 12th Annual Illinois
Veterinary Conference at the University of Illinois, Urbana. (The Veterinary Journal [Vol 91, Issue 5], 1936)
After leaving Geneva, Dr. Stader established the renowned Ardmore Animal Hospital at Ardmore, Pennsylvania in
late 1936. The Tri-City Animal Hospital at Geneva was sold to Dr. W. C. Glenney of Elgin; he operated the Geneva
location as a branch of his Elgin veterinarian clinic. Dr. Glenney sold the Geneva facility to Dr. Herbert P. Wessels
in 1938. (29 July 1938 Geneva Republican) In 1941, Dr. Wessels moved the animal hospital to a location at 860
North Bennett Street, Geneva, which was destroyed by arson in 1943. (01 August 1941 and 12 February 1943
Geneva Republican) Dr. H. P. Wessels (1907-1999) continued to serve the veterinary needs of the Geneva
community and served as the Kane County veterinarian into the 1970s.
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Harry Logan Monroe, Jr. (1906-1972) and Alice Eleanor (Holmes) Monroe (1920-2009) were immersed in the world
of classical music throughout their lives. Harry Monroe was born at Chicago, Illinois; Alice was born at Highland
Park, Illinois. They were married in 1946.
By 1948, Harry had established the highly regarded “Harry L. Monroe Record Shop,” which was located at 165 East
Ontario Street in Chicago’s Loop District; the shop specialized in classical music recordings. Monroe’s shop was
one of the first record businesses in Chicago to introduce pre-recorded, reel-to-reel tapes of musical performances
for the consumer. Considered an advance over the Long Play (LP) disk, the reel-to-reel tapes were only slightly
more expensive than a LP album. (13 October 1952 Chicago Tribune, p. 75)
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe—along with their children (Eleanor [b. 1948], Mark [b. 1951], Mary [b. 1952], and Melissa
[b. 1953])—moved to Geneva in late 1956 or early 1957.

2009 Kane County Chronicle
(shawlocal.com)

Alice had been blind since age 3 but had become an accomplished concert
pianist before the age of 20. According to her obituary, “Mrs. Monroe became
one of the first Americans to work with a Seeing Eye dog” (1937) and helped
“blazed the trail for others deprived of sight.” During her lifetime, Mrs. Monroe
was accompanied by eight “canine companions,” beginning those relationships
at the age of 17. (29 September 2009 Kane County Chronicle) According to her
obituary, Alice H. Monroe was “the daughter of progressive parents who
refused to institutionalize” their daughter. “Mrs. Monroe had a great affinity
for classical music and began playing piano at an early age. She studied and
practiced at Pomona College in California and earned her degree at DePaul
University prior to launching a professional career as a concert pianist. (29
September 2009 Kane County Chronicle)

Before their marriage in 1946, Alice gave piano recitals and lectured, and hosted
a radio series on music appreciation. (15 November 1968 Chicago Tribune, p.
65) Her obituary also noted that “when her performing career ended, Mrs. Monroe took to the airwaves, hosting
a classical music program” on Chicago’s WCLR, which was broadcast from her Geneva home beginning in 1965.
(29 September 2009 Kane County Chronicle and 15 November 1968 Chicago Tribune, p. 65) The 45-minute
program, initiated in 1965, included “weather, time and classical records” and was presented Monday thru Friday
at 7:15 am; Mrs. Monroe prepared the programs at 5:45 each morning. (15 November 1968 Chicago Tribune, p.
65)
In 1967, she began a second radio program on Chicago’s FM radio (WEFM 99.5FM*).” Her obituary noted that
her WEFM radio show was “originally broadcast as a 30-minute program on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays;”
however, “the show was expanded to a 2-hour format on Thursday evenings in 1969.” Her husband prepared the
research, and Mrs. Monroe hosted the programs. The earlier, 30-minute shows were taped in the Monroe
bedroom on Sixth Street for 20 months, but the 2-hours shows were taped on Mondays at the WEFM studios in
Chicago. Alice Monroe served, also, as a docent for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. (28 September 2009 Kane
County Chronicle, 29 September 2009 Kane County Chronicle, and 15 November 1968 Chicago Tribune, p. 65)
*WEFM began broadcasts from Chicago on February 2, 1940 as W9XEN, licensed to the Zenith Radio Corporation.
In 1943, the station was assigned new call letter: WWZR. The station’s call letters were changed to WEFM, honoring
Zenith president Eugene F. McDonald. From 1940 until February 1978, the station featured a classical music format,
broadcasting from studios at 120 West Madison Street, Chicago. From 1945-1947, it operated on 98.5 MHz, but
changed to 99.5 MHz. In 1961, WEFM became the second station in the United States to broadcast in FM stereo.
Until 1966, all advertisement (which was limited) was for Zenith products. The transmitter was moved to the John
Hancock Center in 1972. WEFM changed from classical format to a “top 40” rock format in 1978, after being sold
to the General Cinema Corporation; call letters were changed to WICV. The station was sold in 1982 to First Media
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Corporation and rebranded (in February 1982) under a country music format, WUSN, and marketed as US99. WEFM
is now used for 95.9FM, a station based in Michigan City, Indiana. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WUSN)

On January 1, 1969, Mr. Monroe closed the Harry L. Monroe Record Shop in Chicago location and operated as a
mail-order business from the Sixth Street home in Geneva.
Mr. Monroe died at the family home in 1972. Mrs. Monroe continued to live at 418 South Sixth Street for another
31 years before moving to the Holmstad Retirement Community at Batavia, Illinois in 2003; Alice Monroe died in
September 2009.
REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting approval for the removal of the existing 6-panel door and flanking sidelights and
approval to install a new, fiberglass door with 3/4 vision lite with simulated muntins (2 panes wide, 4 panes deep)
at the exterior and interior sides of the glass with a spacer bar (between the glass) as well as new, flanking
sidelights (2 panes wide, 4 panes deep). The Applicant has provided specifications, images, and drawings of the
proposed door (see attached). The proposed installation would retain the blind fanlight/transom as well as the
side trim and wide mullions separating the door from the flanking sidelights.
The Applicant identifies the existing door and flanking sidelights as a circa 1968-1969 installation. The existing
door is identified as in poor condition; uninsulated; and not secure. The door and sidelight panels are composed
of profiled panels, approximately 1/2” thick. The threshold has deteriorated over time and, now, leaks water into
the basement during rain and snow melting events; to repair the threshold infiltration issue, the door system must
be removed and re-installed. The historic hardware has become largely nonfunctional.
STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff visited the site on September 8, 2022 to view the condition of the door and installation. The following images
depict deteriorated elements as well as repairs made to the interior side of panels by previous owners (Abbott).

LEFT: Exterior View September 8, 2022

RIGHT: Interior View September 8, 2022
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The door and sidelights exhibit
distress due to age, ineffective
repairs, and poor installation
techniques.
The door, in Staff’s opinion,
appears to be a door dating to circa
1920-1940. However, the door is
not original to the house at 418
South Sixth Street and is not
associated with either the Flynn,
Stader, Jackson, or Rittenhouse
families. Oral tradition identifies
that the porch was not enclosed
until the house was purchased by
the Monroe family in October 1956.
It is possible, therefore, that the
door may have been removed from
another (but unidentified) historic
house and installed at this location.
The evolution of the existing, front
door and porch enclosure is not
well-documented; however, the
installation was completed—
apparently—within the Period of
Significance for the Central Geneva
Historic District (1835-1966) or
soon therefater.

The division of panes within the
proposed sidelights approximates
the historic arrangement of the
historic panes, although the historic
panes are square while the
proposed panes are rectangular, resulting in a deeper glazed area overall. The existing, 6-panel door incorporates
no vision light while the proposed door includes an 8-paned, clear glass, vision light. The proposed door and
sidelight replacement will retain the historic trim detail as well as the historic blind fanlight/transom.
UPPER LEFT: Deteriorated joint (failing putty repair by previous owners) at stile and
bottom rail of door, showing threshold gap. UPPER RIHT: Applied reinforcement panel at
sidelight (typical each sidelight). LOWER LEFT: Cracked door panel. LOWER RIGHT:
Termination of casing trim at floor and paint crack resulting from movement due to water
infiltration at threshold.

The Applicant has not provided an estimate for the repair of the existing, historic door and sidelights.
Both the SOI Standards for Rehabilitation and the adopted Design Guidelines for Historic Properties seek the
retention and preservation of character-defining, historic, architectural features. Where those elements cannot
be preserved, the SOI Standards and design Guidelines recommend replication, particularly for character-defining
elements that contribute to a primary building façade. The property at 418 South Sixth Street is associated with 3
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families, in particular, who are identified—over time—with the architectural evolution of the house at 418 South
Sixth Street: David and Adra Flynn, Dr. Otto and Agnes Stader, and Harry and Alice Morgan. The doorway at the
front of the house is associated only with the Morgan family’s nearly 50-year occupancy (1956-2003).
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties
Maintain Historic Building Materials. The historic blind fanlight/transom and side trim is proposed to be retained.
The historic door and sidelights are not proposed to be retained.
Maintain Architectural Details. The historic architectural details of the doors and sidelights will not be retained, if
removed. The proposed door does not replicate the appearance of security and privacy afforded by the solid, 6panel door. The proposed sidelights closely replicate the existing, historic sidelights; however, the proposed
sidelights incorporate a deeper glazed area. The wide mullions are proposed to be reinstalled between the
replacement door and sidelights.
Maintain and Preserve Historic Doors and Entries. The existing entry and door will not be preserved through the
Applicant’s proposal.
Maintain the Form, Design, and Materials of Historic Porches. For more than 25 years, the porch at 418 South
Sixth Street was an open porch. For at least 55 years (perhaps 66 years) years, the porch has been enclosed with a
solid, 6-panel door and sidelights.
Review for Conformity to SOI Standards
Staff submits, for the Commission’s review and discussion, the following analysis of the SOI Standards as applied
to the proposed project:
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. The property will
remain a residential property.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. The
proposed work results in the removal of a historic doorway. The proposed door and sidelights closely
replicate the historic character of the property but modify the details of those character-defining
elements.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. The porch—as it exists in 2022—has been
modified from the open-air porch known to the Flynn, Stader, Jackson and Rittenhouse families. The
enclosed porch (circa 1956-1969) is representative of the alterations made by the Monroe family
within the Period of Significance for the Central Geneva Historic District (1835-1966). While the
proposed modifications will somewhat alter the authentic, architectural character of the house as it
evolved over time, the propsed modifications do not significantly alter the physical record of the house
and reflects the historic, circa 1956-1969 enclosure of the original, open-air porch.
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4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their
own right shall be retained and preserved. The mid-20th-century enclosure of the porch has—
undoubtedly—acquired significance as a reflection of the Monroe occupancy and their business and
broadcast ventures based in the house at 418 South Sixth Street.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved. The historic door and sidelights are representative
examples of early 20th century construction and, in this example, apparently represent an early
adaptive use application. The proposal will not preserve these distinctive elements.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. The
proposal does not include the repair of the historic door and sidelights but does include preserving
historic details and elements of the doorway surround, particularly the blind fanlight/transom. The
repair of the existing, deteriorated threshold requires the removal of the historic door and sidelights.
The historic arrangement of a central door with flanking sidelights will be preserved, if approved as
proposed. The visual qualities and details of the proposed door and sidelights differ from the
architectural character of the historic door and sidelights.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall
not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. No chemical or physical treatments of existing materials, scheduled to
remain, are proposed.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. No archeological resources
are known to exist or are expected to be encountered in the proposed area of work.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment. The proposed modification will result in the loss of historic
materials. The proposed door and sidelights will be differentiated with material and minor design
features. The proposed door and sidelights is compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features of the property.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired. No new additions or construction is proposed that affects the
essential form of the historic property. Alteration of the doorway may affect the integrity of the histric
property.

